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Wassermann
Wranch, LLC
Visitors get hands-on with donkeys, alpacas, aoudad,
a miniature horse, and a kangaroo!

Guided animal tours $5
Halter Led Donkey Rides $3
Picnic space available
Shop the Wranch store full of luxurious
alpaca apparel, unique gifts, and souvenirs
Open every Saturday 10 am - 6 pm
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10 Rim Road, Sunny Glen
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HOTEL EL CAPITAN

VAN HORN’S ONLY HISTORIC HOTEL
BUILT IN 1930, HENRY TROST ~ ARCHITECT

COMPLETELY RESTORED WITH 50 ROOMS,
DINING ROOM, FULL BAR, SHOPPING
Downtown Van Horn, two blocks off I-10 on Hwy 90
TOLL FREE RESERVATIONS AT 877.283.1220 OR

www.hotelelcapitan.com.
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A n unplastered papercrete
wall in Linda Beranek’s tiny
house shows how new construction can look like the
layers of an ancient city
undergoing excavation.

PAPERCRETE
A n archway in the greenhouse at Eve’s G arden, owned by Kate Thayer, beckons the explorer to experience an astonishing array
of papercrete mastery. www.evesgarden.org

By Danielle Gallo

he thing about common sense is
that it tends to be less than common. In this moment in history,
in this society, we excrete into our
potable water, eat food that has to be
transported from other continents and
build our houses mostly out of wood of
a decreasing quantity and quality.
These practices are not only common
but are frequently dictated by law, and
are hardly sensible.

T
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Thankfully, I live in an unincorporated village with no building codes, so I’m
free to build houses out of whatever I
please. The Big Bend isn’t known for its
surplus of trees, but we do have an
amazing amount of trash around here.
That’s why I love to build with papercrete.
Papercrete, as many West Texans are
aware, is made by pulping used paper
and mixing it with Portland cement and
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The Hostel at La Loma del C hivo, owned by G uilford Jones, is a massive barrel-domed
and buttressed building for the road-weary traveller.

an aggregate such as sand to make a
light, fibrous, cementitious block. While
it doesn’t have the strength of concrete
(average compressive strength is around
260 psi, whereas concrete can have a
compressive strength in the tens of thousands psi), it has a lot of advantages over
its much harder cousin: it is insular, it’s
inexpensive and it cleans up the environment.
I like an independent support struc-

ture for a papercrete house because of its
low compressive strength, and I find a
steel roof supported by oilfield pipe does
very well. It adds another recycled
element to the structure and eliminates
the worry of slow compressive failure
over time in the walls, minimizing
continued on page 26
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Mexican
and
American
Food

Open 6 am to 9 pm Everyday
Famous Beef & Chicken Fajitas • Ice Cream
Free Wi Fi • Clean, Fast Service
Rene & Maria Franco, Owners

513 O’Reilly Street • Downtown Presidio

432.229.4409
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Call Sarah at 432-230-2735
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C enizo Not es

by Carolyn Brown Zniewski, publisher and Danielle Gallo, editor
pring is here and
the days grow
longer. There is
plenty of daylight after
supper for bike riding,
gardening, a long walk
with the dog or just sitting on the porch with a
cold drink and some
good
company.
Wildflowers sprout in
unexpected spots, maybe by the fence posts or
in a little clump bursting out between some
chunks of caliche. The birds have multiplied
and cluck and chatter off and on most of the
day. If you are lucky you might spot a Horned
Toad or Crested Lizard lurking about your back
door. The Turkey Vultures warm their wings in
the early morning sunshine and then head out
on their mission as the undertakers of the desert.
Every year I am amazed at Mother Nature’s display of wonders.
We are the stewards of this earth and as we go
about our lives I think spring reminds us of the
rich beauty of our world. Planting a garden,
repairing a fence, watering the trees, and trimming back the overgrown mesquite are ways
that folks can join in the pleasure and work at
this time of year. We can also slow our pace and
watch the bees collect nectar for honey and pollinate the flowers at the same time.
Take some time to make art, greet your
neighbor and read this spring issue.
Life is good out here in the middle of
nowhere, where the mountains, the sky and the
road go on forever.

S

ow that the
annual trauma
of
Daylight
Savings has passed, I feel
like I can finally enjoy
the long warm days and
be fully awake and productive. With Easter
behind us the danger of
the late freeze is gone
and I can turn my attention to staving off hungry insects and the ravages of sunburn from the garden.
The delights of spring and summer in the Big
Bend are many. There are two beehives near my
house, one wild and one domestic, and I love
their lazy drone as they make their daily visit to
my compost pile. For some reason they love my
coffee grounds, and the thought of coffee-flavored honey sends shivers of delight up my
spine. Could that be a thing?
Even though the return of nine p.m. sunset
means a much later bedtime for my little savages, their shrieks of delight piercing the evening
as they play in the yard or jump on the trampoline bring back childhood memories of long
warm evenings spent playing tag and hide-andseek, and I feel wrapped in the nostalgia of
approaching summer days, even though school
is never out for grown-ups.
We hope you enjoy this issue of Cenizo.
There are mysteries solved, secret rock-hunting
grounds revealed, remembrances of recent
tragedies and explorations of pastimes from a
different era. It makes for good reading, while
the twilight lingers well past my children’s bedtime.

N
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Hebert’ s
Heirlooms
& Resale
Antiques & Collectibles
Old & New

1250 N. State Street
Fort Davis
432-426-3141
hebertsheirlooms@yahoo.com

Quilts
Etc.
by

Marguerite

Made in the Big Bend
HWY 118 • Terlingua
1/4 mi S of Hwy 170

432.371.2292

On-site milling of whole grains for
our fresh artisan breads, cookies,
muffins and cakes. Light breakfast
and lunch. Wine and cheese.
Simple foods designed to nourish.
Vegan options. Specialty ingredients
and picnic options.
Fine art by Fran Rowe.

Thurs. 8am-3pm & 5-8pm
Fri. & Sat. 8am-3pm

432-386-3772

116 N. 5th Street • Alpine
Like us on Facebook!

EARTH AND FIRE ART GALLERY

In the Ghostown of
Terlingua, nestled into a
stacked rock structure.
This unique space is
home to artists
specializing in mixed
media, pointilism,
photography, metal
work, pottery and more
by local artists.
Constantly changing,
repeat visits are a must!
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ESAU’S
ROCK
by Howdy-Nocona Fowler

n 1932 Rancher Esau
Nelson from over in the
Sabinal country of Texas
discovered a large, mysterious
stone carving in the Pecos
Canyon along the Pecos River.
The rock carving was done on
a native limestone ledge. It was
carved in a 15th-century style
known as Arabesque, with a
year date done in a Celtic- or
Gaelic-type carving. All the
numbers are intertwined in
the fashion of the “endless
knots” designs. This large
work consists of a hand-carved
stone basin, a highly stylized
year date, the word D.’AVE
carved in capital letters, and
the word or phrase PhCONI
or PhI CONI. The whole
carving is embellished with
vines and leaves, carved flowers and the head of a gargoyle
or cub lion. This rock has baffled archeologists, scientists,
treasure hunters, historians
and the curious for decades.
In about 1962 Esau’s son Ennis
Nelson donated the eight- to nine-footlong stone carving to the John Wayne
Museum located on John Wayne’s
famous movie set at Alamo Village
(owned and operated by Happy Shahan)
just outside of Brackettville, Texas.
The intertwined year date seems to
cause more problems than anything else
on the elaborate stone carving, because
the fact is nobody today knows how to
read it. Even though the carved numbers

I
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are as plain as day, the style in which it is
carved causes the problem. The date
could be read as follows: 1168, 1681,
1861, or 1891. So let’s look at the
known history in West Texas around
those dates.
1168: Coni left Naples, Italy with a
fleet of ships to prove the world was
round. The fleet never returned to port.
This is according to the Students’ version of The World Atlas Encyclopedia in
1959. I actually read this writing online

Second Quarter 2018

spanned the Pecos River,
opening the Trans Pecos region
for white settlement.
I first saw Esau’s Rock in
1994, while on a cross-country
trek retracing the known
camel routes used by the U.S.
Camel Corp.
One day while riding my
camels, west along Highway
90 near Brackettville (Ft.
Clark at Brackettville was a
Camel Fort), none other than
the famous Texas promoter
Happy Shahan drove up
beside us in a pickup and
invited us to Alamo Village
where John Wayne’s famous
film The Alamo was shot in
1958. Happy was showing me
around Alamo Village when
we entered the John Wayne
Museum, and there in the
back of the museum was
Esau’s Rock. I never forgot it.
Photo courtesy of Howdy-Nocona Fowler and C uatro C oates
After finishing my 1,800 mile
journey I stopped back by
Alamo Village in 1996, hopyears ago. Now, no mention of Coni can
ing to get a photo of Esau’s Rock, but
be found on Google or other internet
sadly Happy’s cancer had advanced, hossearch engines.
pice had been called in and Alamo
1528: Spanish Explorers reached the
Village was closed. Happy passed away
Pecos River region.
not long after.
1681: LaSalle, a French explorer,
Then in October of 2018 I was
claimed the Pecos River and the lands
involved in the filming of a PBS doculying east of it for France.
mentary about John Wayne’s film The
1680: Ysleta Mission del Sur, located
Alamo. The film shoot ran way after
close to El Paso, Texas celebrated its first
dark, so I missed another opportunity to
Mass.
photograph Esau’s Rock.
1881: The Texas and Pacific Railroad
In January 2018, a public sale was

being held at Alamo Village,
and it was briefly opened to the
public for the first time since
2009. My wife and I picked up
two cameras and headed
straight to Brackettville, figuring this was going to be my last
chance to document this
strange artifact. There were
well over 1,000 people there for
the sale. They had come to buy
wagons, stage coaches and

Rock around 2010. He took a
much different approach to his
research than I would have, but
his writing inspired me to
research something that I
would not have considered
before reading his well-written
paper. Cuatro had searched out
the history of the words and
phrases carved on the rock and
come up with some fascinating
stuff. For instance, the word

CONI” that was also inscribed
on the rock. History had taken
him all the way back to ancient
Israel in 597 BC. I wanted to
know what it meant around
1168. Turns out PhCONI
refers to some islands off the
Western coast of Akarnania,
Greece. The people there were
known as Phians. So I typed in
Phian to see what the meaning
was and with the click of a

Music To Your Ears
CDs • DVDs • Vinyl
Games • Special Orders

Mon-Fri 10-6

For
subscriptions,
please
see
page six.

203 E Holland Ave, Alpine

432.837.1055

ringtailrecords@sbcglobal.net

Improve Movement,
Improve Life
Movement, touch & directed attention are used to improve
coordination, posture & balance. Private & group sessions available.

Guild Certified Feldenkrais Practitioner®, Movement Intelligence
Trainer/Teacher, Nationally Certified Massage Therapist,
TX License # MT121615. Gift certificates available

cathy@cathywright.com • 107 N. 6th, Alpine

832-314-8103

Photo courtesy of Howdy-Nocona Fowler and C uatro C oates

other western movie memorabilia. Knowing I am a collector,
folks asked me what I had
come to buy. They were
shocked when I told them that
I was not there for the sale at
all, but I had came to photograph a rock!
A sale official from
Rocksprings, Texas by the
name of John Baker was a great
help in me finally getting to
photograph Esau’s Rock. He
made sure I got access into the
back room where Esau’s Rock
was stored. He made numerous
trips back to the museum with
me to secure more photos and
to help me in my search for
information. I cannot thank
him enough for his help.
On Sunday, the last day of
the sale, I was introduced to
Cuatro Coates, who had also
done some research on Esau’s

D.’AVE as it is carved dates
back to the 1500s and was first
used by the French, then the
English. Rarely is it used in any
of the more modern forms of
Spanish. It is also a salutation
meaning “Farewell.”
The intertwined numerals
for the year date really had me
stumped. But they did to my
untrained eye look Celtic, like
the endless knots in that style
of art. I have pored over a few
thousand examples of ancient
Celtic and Gaelic rock carvings. I have seen almost every
style of endless knot known to
mankind, but not one ancient
example of lettering or numerals like the one carved on Esau’s
Rock. Having hit a wall, I had
to trash the possible Irish/Scot
connection.
Cuatro Coates had explored
the “Ph CONI” or “Phi

button I was back in Ireland.
Turns out “Phian” is the Gaelic
equivalent of our English word
“Pain”! Trying to find an Italian
explorer from 1168 and I am
stuck in Ireland again.
My brain was fried after six
days of eating, breathing and
losing sleep over Esau’s Rock.
So I decided to call in some
bigger, more educated guns on
this project. I threw it out to a
group on the internet. They
were stumped to say the least.
No luck there. So then I turned
to a well-known archeologist,
he admitted he had never seen
anything like it. That left me
with only one more card to
play. If it didn’t work I was
going to fold my cards and quit
continued on page 27

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
WELCOMES YOU!
A compassionate, joy-filled community
teaching, learning and sharing God’s love.
We offer Eucharist, Morning and Evening Prayer,
Godly Play for children 3-9, a concert series,
programs to deepen your faith and more – join us!
See it all at - www.bigbendepiscopalmission.org/calendar

St. James Episcopal Church, Ave. A @ N. 6th St., Alpine

Radio for a Wide Range
Serving Far West Texas at 93.5 FM

Become a member at www.marfapublicradio.org or 1-800-903-KRTS
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From the Ashes
by Rani Birchfield

rying Pan Ranch. Moonglow.
Casper Mountain. Wildcat.
Matador West. White Hat.
Pinnacle. Wilderness Ridge. Bear Creek.
Tanglewood. Bastrop County Complex.
Possum
Kingdom
Complex.
Rockhouse. While these sound like
chapter titles in a book or destinations
for a bucket list, they’re only a few
names of fires in 2011. A record-breaking fire season that seemed never to end,
in 2011 Fire took its due in force, payment for over-abundant rainfall the previous year. Over 31,000 fires raged
throughout Texas, burning over
4,000,000 acres and almost 3000
homes.
There have been multiple days of
“Red Flag Warnings” and “Fire Weather
Watches” already in 2018. What does
this mean? In a January 31, 2018, article
on agfax.com it states:

F
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“The term ‘Fire Season’ is a period of
time when, due to climate and weather
patterns, wildland fires are likely to occur,
spread, and affect resource values sufficient
to warrant organized fire management
activities,” Tom Spencer, director of the
Texas Forest Service’s predictive services
department, said in an interview for Texas
Monthly Informer in 2011. Texas usually
has two distinct seasons where there’s wildfire danger: a winter/spring season when
the “fuel” (trees and grass) has been dried
out by the cold, and a late summer/early
fall season when the hot and dry weather
takes its toll.
However, above-average temperatures and below-average rainfall extend
these time frames sometimes making it
one long season ripe for the burning.
At the age of six, Fort-Davis-born
Ginger Fisher McGough’s parents
moved their family into the Fisher

Second Quarter 2018

house. The late-1800s house belonged
to her grandparents – hence the name –
and McGough’s parents joined the
grandparents in order to help them. The
historic adobe and stone building was
cobbled together and expanded through
the years with wood floors, wood shingles and whatever electrical wiring was
in vogue at the time. It started out small,
but when they needed more space, they
built it. They’d add a porch, cover the
porch, enclose the porch, make another
porch, cover the porch, enclose the
porch and so on.
McGough left her childhood home as
children do, but returned later with her
own kids after splitting with her husband. McGough was very close with her
family and credits her parents, saying,
“They’re the reason my children are as
good as they are.” She lived in a trailer
on the property 200 yards away from

the main house until her parents passed
away. Her mother passed first, and when
her father passed in 2005, she moved
into the family abode. “I was so excited
to move in to Mother and Daddy’s
house,” she said. “It was full of antiques
and collectibles, part of it was an old
barber shop. My father was the only barber in Fort Davis for a time.”
A 2012 Texas A&M Forest Service
report entitled “2011 Texas Wildfires:
Common Denominators of Home
Destruction” says this:
Since the mid-1990s, Texas has
experienced larger and more complex wildfires and extended wildfire seasons, which
have challenged the ability of state and
local resources to protect citizens and their
property.
At the root of this evolving situation is a
change in the climate cycle that increases
the occurrence of drought.
In 2011, Texas experienced the worst
one-year drought in recorded state history,
which dates back to 1895. The result
was devastating wildfires and massive
destruction.
The period from October 2010 to
September 2011 was the driest period in
Texas history according to Texas State
Climatologist John Nielsen-Grammon.
Back up to the summer of 2010, when
four tropical systems dumped copious
amounts of rain over the state, causing a
huge growth in grass and other vegetation. Once this vegetation was “cured”
by the first freeze and an exceptionally
dry period, the state was full of kindling.
Back up a bit further in time to 2009,
when National Weather Service meteorologists Greg Murdoch and Todd
Lindley identified a phenomenon
known as a Southern Plains Wildfire
Outbreak pattern.
In general, the Southern Plains outbreak pattern is associated with a strong
upper level low pressure center. The upper
level low approaches Texas from the west,
dragging a cold frontal boundary with it as
it crosses near or north of the Texas High
Plains. The high-impact weather produced
by the outbreaks can be found in a wedge

come to anyone but McGough – it was
of warm, dry, unstable air that is pushed
missing. The livestock were nowhere to
ahead of the cold front. The leading edge of
be found. McGough had the clothes on
this wedge generally is referred to as a dryher back, her purse and her car – not a
line.
thing more. “It was amazing,” she said.
The high-impact weather that exists in
“One minute you have everything then
this wedge between the cold front and the
all of a sudden, nothing.”
dryline brings strong southwest winds,
Wildfires that ignite during a Southern
above-normal temperatures and very dry
Plains Wildfire Outbreak are considered a
air or low relative humidity. - 2011 Texas
true force of nature. Occurring mostly in
Wildfires
the winter and spring, weather conditions
On April 9, 2011, when McGough
must be just right for these massive and
made her monthly pilgrimage to Alpine
destructive fires — or groups of fires —
to get her nails done, the conditions for
that often last all day and can’t be stopped
a Southern Plains Outbreak had aligned.
by firefighters. When an outbreak occurs,
The relative humidity was in the low
the weather is truly in control. Aggressive
teens and the winds were high with gusts
firefighting techniques
even higher. That day,
don’t work. The only
an electrical fire started
thing you can do is
in an abandoned house
move people out of
in Marfa. While in
harm’s way. - 2011
Alpine,
McGough
Texas Wildfires
heard on the radio that
The Fort Davis
the fire was spreading
Volunteer
Fire
and headed to Fort
Department had gone
Davis, so she jumped
to Marfa to fight the
in her car and raced
fire there before it
home. She had two
jumped north. The
dogs in a pen outside
only reason there were
next to the house, a cat
any houses left on
inside, and livestock
Front Street at all,
out in the pasture,
McGough said, is
including two calves
because those people
on the ground and
Photo courtesy of G inger Fisher
McG ough
ignored the evacuathree more on the way.
tion order and fought
Some reports say
the fire themselves with the help of the
the fire, which would later be known as
Valentine Volunteer Fire Department.
the Rockhouse Fire – the third largest
Once the electricity went out, however
wildfire in Texas history -- traveled at an
(the power poles had burned up), the
average of six miles per hour, some say
water went off after the 30 or 40 minhigher. Word on the pasture that day
utes of residual pressure ran out.
was that a huge wall of fire stormed from
At a friend’s house that night, where
Marfa to Fort Davis in 20 minutes, a
McGough stayed for the first couple of
distance of around 30 miles. Whatever
nights, she looked out the second-story
the speed, the flames, driven by high
window to a smoky view of pieces of the
winds and fueled by dry grassland, were
town still burning. She thought, “What
a good bet to win the race. By the time
would daddy think?” The next morning,
McGough got to Fort Davis, the
she looked out the same window and
Sheriff’s office was evacuating the town
there he was. Hat cocked to one side,
and wouldn’t let her in.
her father sat on one of the few remainFive-and-a-half long hours McGough
ing fences, taking in the destruction.
waited on the outskirts and watched as
“I’m so sorry, Daddy,” Ginger said
the runaway fire burned and jumped
between her tears. He looked up at her
through her town. When it went up the
and said, “It’s ok baby, you didn’t do it.”
mountain in search of more fuel and she
Then he disappeared. “It was the most
was finally allowed to go into her propamazing thing,” she said, “It’s the only
erty, the house was gone, the barn was
time I’ve ever seen my dad since he died.
gone, and the hundred-year-old
The neat part was that my kids always
Cottonwood trees were gone, exploded
thought that the house was haunted, but
in a blaze of color normally reserved for
I would tell them it was ok, that all the
fall. Only an old tool shed half-stood in
ghosts were family.”
the midst of the smoke and ash.
McGough said she felt her father
Someone had picked up the dogs a couthroughout the ordeal, a calming presple hours after the fire started, but the
ence in a time of terrible trauma. Her
cat was a one-woman cat and wouldn’t

brother came the next morning to help
salvage through the remnants of the
house and for moral support. As the siblings sifted through the ash, McGough
credits her father with helping them find
what they needed in the old tool shed,
where he kept his tools. It was a vast, disordered assortment of old and new,
McGough said, but 24 times they found
exactly what they needed. In the barbershop side of the house on the north wall
they found a cross, untouched by fire.
Ginger said it was amazing – she found
every cross she had in the house. “This
was an event that made me know that
God was in our lives,” she said.
The shock and denial of such a traumatic event can be disabling, and there
are hundreds of decisions that must be
made – even making choices for simple
things like a new pair of socks can be
overwhelming. A friend came from
Comstock and led McGough around by
the hand for two weeks. “The thing that
really got me the most was I had no
makeup or toothbrush,” she said. “A
friend who knows I don’t go out without
makeup brought me a bag of it.” Her sister-in-law brought her a suitcase full of
stuff and inside was her favorite body
spray. “This little thing – it made me
cry.”
The dogs stayed in Alpine with her
friend because she felt that Fort Davis
was too traumatic. “It was black, it was
smoke, and it was wind. It was atrocious.” One of the dogs succumbed to
pneumonia brought on by smoke
inhalation a month after the fire and the
other one passed (much later) from kennel cough, most likely due to the fire. “I
looked for my cat for a year,” McGough
said, “but never even found any bones.
She didn’t have any front claws so I don’t
think she would have gotten far.”
The phoenix stirred in the ashes, and
life began to get on with itself.
McGough found her livestock three
days later, all accounted for. Although
many lost cattle and horses, McGough
wasn’t the only one with surviving livestock, and feed, hay and supplies came
in by the truckloads. The empty building by the post office was turned into a
‘furnishings store’ of sorts and donations
poured in. People who had lost everything were called to come get things. “I’d
get a call and they’d say, ‘Ginger we have
two truckloads here for you.’ Just for
me. It was amazing. Dining room suites,
couches, beds, etc. People from all over
brought stuff.”
McGough was off work from her job
at Texas Parks & Wildlife for two weeks
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before going back. Due to the age and
condition of the house, homeowner’s
insurance had been unaffordable. The
electrical wiring was old and unsafe and
although it needed a new roof, no roofing company would give her a quote due
to all the different levels and styles present. “It was tough, but I just had to work
through it,” she said.
A friend of McGough’s had an apartment on their property and allowed
McGough to stay and pay only utilities
for a year. A fire fund was set up in
which everyone got the same amount.
McGough ordered a house from San
Angelo and her portion was enough to
pay for half of the house. She got a disaster loan from SBA. Her coworkers at
TPWD gave her money, assistance, and
clothes. “People gave me cards and
money all the time,” she said. “The outpouring of love and money was so amazing to me,” she said. “When you don’t
think you have any friends at all, then
you’re surrounded by love and kindness.
It wouldn’t have been possible to recover
without my friends’ and communities’
help, Fort Davis, Alpine, Odessa. It was
cool the way everybody came together
for the victims of the fire.”
As of February 27, 2018, over 75% of
Texas was experiencing some form of
drought from “Abnormally Dry to
Extreme Drought,” according to
drought.gov. As torrential downpours
and record droughts become more commonplace, the boom and bust cycles of
severe weather will continue to be a part
of West Texas life, perhaps of all life on
Earth. However, people and communities can make defensible spaces and put
preventive measures in place to be better
prepared for wildfire. In Fort Davis, for
example, grant funds obtained by community leaders were used to upgrade the
water system, and Reverse 911 was
implemented.
“Some of it’s really hard to remember,
and some of it I’d like to forget,”
McGough said. “You think you can’t
live without material things but you can.
All the family antiques, my grandma’s
crocheted items...now I have to stop and
think when I say I have something –
before the fire or after?”
For more information on wildfire &
mitigation:
http://tfsweb.tamu.edu/
WildlandUrbanInterfacePrograms
Download the PDF cited in this article
here:
http://texasforestservice.tamu.edu/
uploadedFiles/TFSMain/Preparing_for_Wil
dfires/Prepare_Your_Home_for_Wildfires/Co
ntact_Us/2011%20Texas%20Wildfires.pdf
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Sanderson’s
St. Francis Hotel
Could Get
New Life

by Jim Street

C hris Herrera, an assistant professor of kinesiology at Sul Ross State University, bought the two-story brick St. Francis Hotel on the main drag in Sanderson more than a year ago. Paying for it with 600 Silver Eagle coins,
worth about $10,500 at the time, he hopes to restore the old building with retail, beer garden downstairs, and a few hotel rooms on the second floor. Photo by Jim Street

hen Chris Herrera of Alpine
plunked down 600 Silver
Eagle coins, then worth about
$10,500, more than a year ago, “I felt
like I was in a movie or that I had just
gotten bamboozled. I left a lot of
money,” he said. “Did I do something
foolish?”
Herrera, now an assistant professor of
kinesiology at Sul Ross State University,
had just bought the 100-year-old St.
Francis Hotel in downtown Sanderson.
He had passed through Sanderson in
October of 2016 and the old two-story
red-brick building piqued his interest.

W
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He said “everyone” told him owner Matt
Lusk was having an auction. Lusk told
him later that he wanted to be paid in
Silver Eagle coins because he believed
they would increase in value over time.
The coins have risen in value in the
last year. At this writing, prices averaged
about $20 per coin, up from $17.50 a
year ago.
“So I went to the January 31 [2017]
auction and I was first on the list with
about eight others,” Herrera said. “Matt
wanted to start the bidding at one coin
so we started bidding it up to about 100
coins. But it was going very slowly so we
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agreed to bid in five-coin increments
and we got it up to about 500.
“Then there were just two and we bid
it up to about 600 coins,” he said.
“Finally, Matt asked if the final bid was
600 and I said ‘Yes.’ The other guy said
no. So Matt did the one, two, three and
then went to Florida or someplace.
“I found the interest here was in railroads and ranching and I wanted something to appeal to the passersby as well as
the locals,” he said. “I visualize a beer
garden outside. There is a nice outside
space.”
In keeping with the theme of

Sanderson as the “Cactus Capital of
Texas,” he said it could be called the
Agave Courtyard. An inside lounge
might go by the name Ocotillo Lounge.
The hotel and entertainment center
started life when fire destroyed a confectionary, including a candy shop and
soda fountain with a motion picture
theater.
William Francis Bohlman and his
wife Mary Burns Bohlman had operated
the burned business, so they bought the
corner property and erected the
Bohlman Building. They ran their new
confectionary and a picture show down-

gia, it is visually inspiring. I’m learning to do
stairs and the St. Francis Hotel upstairs.
research.”
In those days they would push the seats back
He said the timing is right. The building was
in the theatre and have public dances in that
completed in 1917 and opened in 1918. It still is
space, so the building was a popular gathering
a very visible landmark at the southeast corner of
place for the community.
Oak (Highway 90) and Persimmon.
That space also became the Vaudeville theater.
“I hope to restore it to the original form, with
The Bohlmans and baby Mary Ellen Bohlman
retail downstairs and a hotel upstairs,” he said.
moved to Sanderson in 1909, where he took a
“The old soda fountain could be a coffee shop
position as an engineer on the Southern Pacific
with coffee in the mornings and drinks in the
Lines. His run was from Sanderson to Valentine
evenings. And we could have a beer garden outpiloting a 2-8-2 “Mikado” steam engine.
side.
Just three years after opening their new build“We will pay homage to the Vaudeville theater
ing, William Bohlman was killed when the boiler on his engine exploded near
Paisano Pass.
Fireman Charles F. Robinson was
later located dazed and injured some
distance away.
Later, it appeared Bohlman may
have been shot and Robinson hit over
the head. Head brakeman Earl
Stirman was tried for the alleged
crime but it ended in a hung jury.
Mary Bohlman, after losing her
husband and two children, remained
in Sanderson until 1941, when she
moved to be closer to a surviving
Mary Burns Bohlman stood at the soda fountain in the then-new St. Francis
child.
Hotel in Sanderson early in the 20th C entury. She and her husband W illiam
She died of injures from an auto
Francis Bohlman built the two-story brick building after their confectionary
nearby burned down. Photo courtesy of Terrell C ounty Museum
accident in 1958.
County Judge Santiago Flores said
on the first floor,” he said. “I visualize something
values in the county are “going in a southern
like a jazz bar.” He pictures a round bar with the
direction” and any development could be helpful
stage behind. A large ballroom was used for a
to the community. He said he was “thankful that
variety of affairs including vaudeville, dances and
he made that investment.”
parties.
Flores said there are some other hopeful signs
The hotel will be moderately priced to make it
on the horizon for Sanderson, a town that has
attractive to tourists passing through. Inside, the
seen dwindling resources over the last 20 years,
rooms will maintain the brick appearance of the
since the Union Pacific Railroad moved its crewbuilding’s façade.
change station to Alpine.
“The next step is to get a vision team to make
He said Coe Pratt has bought the Princess
it happen,” he said. “I’m working on my MBA
Theater, two blocks east of the St. Francis. Signs
now so this is a big project going back to the
in front of the long-vacant building indicated
roots.”
restoration was in progress.
He created the Blacksmith Investment Group
And Robert Gregory bought the Sanderson
to seek funding for the project. The original
Motel nearby. Flores said both buyers also bought
Spanish name Herrera meant blacksmith.
“a few” homes in town.
“Hopefully, we can get a team together and
“There’s hopefully some people coming in and
find $500 [thousand] to a million,” he said.
wanting to do good things for the community,”
The plan is to bring down the interior struche said.
ture and replace it with a steel framework, he
Dale Carruthers, manager of the Sanderson
said. “In the hospitality industry, there is always
Bank and a county commissioner, said she was
risk but we want to keep risk to a minimum.
“very supportive” of Herrera’s plans. “I’ll be very
Right now, the floor upstairs buckles up in the
interested in seeing what he can come up with.”
middle, indicating possibly serious structural
Herrera had been in Australia studying sleep
problems.
disorders, then moved to Qatar but said that didThe theme for the hotel project is based on a
n’t work out. A native of Nicaragua, he has visitstatement in the media of the day when the St.
ed 46 countries.
Francis was first built in 1917. That statement
He moved to Alpine to found the Trans Pecos
said “the key to Sanderson’s future is through its
Ultra Run, a seven-day, 163-mile run at Big Bend
past.”
Ranch State Park every October.
It said the “amusements” with the theater and
“It’s more than a race,” he said. “They learn to
sleep in the field and deal with the wilderness.”
confectionary were “essential for civilized life.”
Herrera said the St. Francis project is “nostal-

WHITE CRANE
ACUPUNCTURE
CLINIC
ST. JONAH
ORTHODOX CHURCH
Come, See & Hear the Services
of Early Christianity

◊

Services: Sunday 10 am
405 E. Gallego Avenue • Alpine
432-360-3209 • stjonahalpine.org

A magical
oasis in the
Chihuahuan
Desert
of Texas
Off the
Pinto Canyon Rd
near Ruidosa
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Acupuncture
•
Herbs
•
Bodywork

Shanna Cowell, L.Ac.
NEW LOCATION:

1310 E. Ave. H • Alpine
(Entrance on Jackson)

432.837.3225
Mon. - Fri. by appointment

rustic lodging
camping
reservations
required

432.229.4165
chinatihotsprings.net

Dan and Dianna Burbach,
Managers
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Rocks & Other Treasures

Finding them rolling around the Big Bend area and what do with them
by Debbie Wahrmund

Roadcut to find Paisanite hwy 90W outside A lpine

raveling I-10 to Far West Texas
will not be as monotonous when
entering the Trans-Pecos area
from the east once you recognize the
geology.
Traversing mountains and basins can
be more than naming the mountains
and plants of the desert, though there is
nothing like Elephant Mountain when
it comes into view, or spotting the first
sotol,
lechuguilla
or
ocotillo.
The geology is amazing, starting when
the Stockton Plateau rises magnificently
from 2,500 feet elevation to over 4,000
feet in the Glass Mountains. One cannot help but note that the landscape has
changed from an occasional windmill
used to pump water to one dominated
by hundreds of wind generators dotting

T
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the mesas–doubling in number on the
Texas landscape since 2010 to over
20,000 in 2016. But before rolling
through the limestone-covered plains,
think about stopping.
Fort Stockton: Fossils. Snail shells,
ammonites, and clam shells are plentiful
in the caliche (pronounced ka-LEEchee) found north of Fort Stockton.
Some fossils can be found near an old
caliche pit, and the invertebrates are very
collectable. Take Hwy 285 toward
Pecos. Less than five miles from Ft.
Stockton on the west side of the road,
turn off on a short dirt road; hunt only
the rights of way, not on private land
where there are gates or fences. Be careful with the traffic from oil and gas
trucks. According to locals, every time it
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rains, the caliche washes down and fossils are exposed from the former ocean
bottom. Discover more about fossils
from books such as the Journal of a Fossil
Hunter: Fossils, by Louise Spilsbury and
Richard Spilsbury, in which the authors
show in photos and text how long ago
the marine animal lived (ammonites
lived 400 million years ago!), the types
of fossils, how they are formed and what
they tell us about the past.
Time-honored egg carton collections
provide the opportunity to have an easy
showcase by newbies and junior collectors alike; first clean, identify, and label
the specimens. Generally, fossils may not
be collected from National Parks, State
Parks, or U.S. Interstate road cuts.
Vertebrate (those with backbones,

like dinosaurs) fossils may not be collected on any federal or state lands. Every
collector is responsible for determining
legal access to any collecting site.
Typically, these would include road cuts
beside Texas state and county roads
within the accepted public right of way
and navigable streams. Each state is different so do your research!
Alpine: Paisanite. Judith Brueske
(Plimmer) wrote and published The
Desert Candle for over 17 years and in
the April 1989 issue (now out of print)
says, “Should you wish to see some of
this volcanic rock, drive west of Alpine
on Highway 90 about ten miles. Just
past the roadside park is a roadcut, with
yellowish crumbly rock visible, especially on the north side of the cut.” Not

everyone has heard of it, but
the rock is called “Paisanite.” It
was named after the Paisano
Pass between Alpine and Marfa
(toward Van Horn off Hwy. 90
W), and may be the only rock
unique to our area.
Believed to be found only in
Paisano Pass/Paisano Peak area
of Brewster County, Texas,
Brueske says, “The name was
given to it by a German geologist, A. Osann, a member of
the Geological Survey of Texas.
The story goes that he discovered it when he got off the railroad train to do a little exploring.”
“Paisanite is a light grey
igneous rock called rhyolite,
produced by the emissions of
one or more eruptions of the
Paisano Caldera that occurred
over a period of several million
years,” wrote Brueske. It was
described in the 1954 edition
of Webster’s International
Dictionary.
The molten lava, or magma,
cooled slowly enough that
some crystals had time to

Rock shadow box

develop.
The rock may not be terribly exciting, but it is very collectable and distinctive in that
the rhyolite is overlaid with
speckled
yellowish
grey
“Morrow Tuff,” which is
cemented volcanic ash.
Amateur rockhounds are

Paisanite closeup

cautioned to be familiar with
and observe the local rules and
state laws of finding fossils,
rocks and minerals in the field:
1) First and foremost, do not
trespass! This means you
should not climb fences; 2)
DO NOT collect on National
Park land; 3) DO survey the
area first, looking for potential
hazards, snakes, or poisonous
shrubs.
The Rockhound’s Handbook
by James R. Mitchell is an
excellent source for equipment
and how-to information about
collecting and identifying specimens. In the magazine
Swappers’ Paradise published in
April 1959,
N. Margret
Sevetson
wrote
in
Rockhounding Hobby Made
Profitable that “To anyone fascinated by rocks, and looking
for markets for ‘roughs,’ one
the best words of advice would
be to get well-grounded in
identification and comparative
values.”
That this was written in
1959 and still holds true is further evidence that collecting,
finding, and swapping rocks
(or fossils) never goes out of
style.
Marathon:
Novaculite.
Excellent examples can be seen
on a roadcut toward the Big
Bend Park off U.S. 385.
Travel south about three miles
toward the park with Elephant
Mountain and the Marathon

Cemetery on the west (right
side of the road), past mile
marker 69, around the sharp
corner, then pull off the road
leaving plenty of safe distance
between the shoulder and
oncoming cars.
There you will see a strange
and wonderful sight, almost as
good as the Marfa Lights!
Novaculite looks pink and
shiny to me, stacked sideways,

can be seen under a microscope).
Darwin Spearing
writes in the book Roadside
Geology of Texas that “Silica
needles are the only skeletal
strengtheners in the body of
sponges,” and that the U.S.
385 “road segment illustrates
the folded and faulted character of the Paleozoic rocks of the
Marathon uplift and gives you
a chance to view close-up the
strange Caballos novaculite in
roadcuts along the way.”
Poetry to the rock collector.
If upon returning to
Marathon, you find yourself
walking along the railroad
track, you may happen upon
some grey, rounded stones,
which look out of place–like
they should be found in a river
bottom in Colorado, the edges
rounded after eons of being
rolled by a rushing river.
However, these are not from
the river, they were imported
from Norway. Most of the
“yule” stone (local vernacular)
has been picked up from along
the tracks to be repurposed for
walkways or inlaid in decorative masonry beams, but you
might get lucky and find some

Y ule stones used to crush guayule plant-photo courtesy of U.C . Berkeley, Bancroft
Library

like a piece of birthday cake in
the roadcut. Use a hand-held
magnifying glass to see the
hard, dense, and sharp silica
formed from tiny bodies of
marine sponges (the spicules
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which have been overlooked.
According to Dennis T. Ray,
author
of
the
1993
continued on page 16
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AYN FOUNDATION
(DAS MAXIMUM)
ANDY WARHOL

“The Last Supper”

MARIA ZERRES

“September Eleven”

Brite Building 107-109 N Highland, Marfa
Open weekends noon to 5 pm
For hours, please call: 432.729.3315
or visit www.aynfoundation.com

Needleworks, Etc.
Ladies Fine Clothing
Peggy Walker, Owner

Flax ˜ Brighton ˜ Tribal ˜ Double D
And other speciality brands
121 West Holland • Alpine • 432/837-3085
120 South Cedar • Pecos • 432/445-9313
M-F 10 am ‘til 6 pm • Sat. 10 am ‘til 4 pm

continued from page 15

manuscript, Guayule: A
Source of Natural Rubber,
Guayule (Parthenium argentatum Gray), (has) been exploited as commercial source of natural rubber” since the early
1900s.
Locals say the stone was
transported by rail and subsequently dumped when the
rubber manufacturing plants
closed, and the stone was no
longer needed. Ray explains
that, “Guayule is the dominant
perennial xerophytic shrub
found on the limestone bajadas
and
hillsides
of
the
Chihuahuan desert of north
central Mexico and the Big
Bend region of Texas.” A U.C.
Berkeley website says, “These
stones,
imported
from
Norway, are used as a primary
part of the milling process.
Search is now being made in
America for stones having similar qualities of hardness.”
There are plenty of creative
displays for collections, just ask
any Scout who has made a cabinet for showing and labeling
their finds. One way to make
a decorative display is using a

shadow box which is deep
enough to hold the rock or fossil and adding enough dry
black beans to fill the voids and
hold the specimens in place (it
may take six to eight bags,
depending on the depth of the
box). Place the items on the
glass, then pour the beans on
top.
This makes a heavy box, so
I do not recommend hanging
it, but place the display on a
solid shelf or table.
Another idea is a terrarium
which can be quite colorful
using a variety or rocks and
selected succulent plants. For
terrariums with lids, mix a
large handful of activated charcoal to the soil to help fight
mildew. Start with a base
material of small gravel stones
about 1” thick, then surround
the sides with polished stones
and collected specimens, then
add the mixed soil and plant
the succulents.
Water lightly. When you do
not see water in the stones at
the bottom, it is time to water
again.
Jeff Wahrmund, a member
of the Chihuahuan Desert
Gem and Mineral Club, says,
“The best rockhounding I
have found is in the parking

on-line at:
cenizojournal.com

DAVIS MOUNTAINS
NUT COMPANY
Roasted and Dipped Pecans

You can taste the difference care makes!
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lot of the Chihuahuan Desert
Gem and Mineral Club
show,” where you can find just
about anything you want,
“reasonably priced including
agate, petrified wood, or raw
jasper.” Be sure to visit local
rock shops such as Ocotillo
Enterprises in Alpine (owner,
Judith Brueske 432-8375353), Balmorhea Rock Shop
in Balmorhea, (owners, Jim
and Sue Franklin 830719-5883) and Moonlight
Gemstones in Marfa (owner,
Paul Graybeal 432-729-4526)
where you can view minerals,
rocks and fossils from around
the U.S. and find knowledgeable people who are members
of the Chihuahuan Desert
Gem and Mineral Club
(CDGMC). Joining a gem
club or paleontology group is
a great way to learn more so
contact members or find them
on facebook.
There is a paleo group (not
the diet) at http://www.austinpaleo.org, which has an essential list of equipment like
water, hats, plastic bags, and
screwdrivers to pry things
loose; none of this is expensive,
so get hunting!

Folkways

by Maya Brown Zniewski

SPRING HERBS
fter a long winter spring comes,
with spring comes our renewal.
These wonderful tonic herbs
are perfect for recovery from winter.
Burdock: shamefully, burdock
burrs are thought of much the same
way as goathead burrs where they
grow wild. Burdock is only reminding
us of how much we need her. Burdock
is attaching to us the same way detritus attaches to us over winter.
Burdock helps us reset all the winter
ick. You can wildcraft burdock and
dig the root. The root is a huge taproot that digs into the earth about 18
inches deep, some more, some less. It’s
a rough root to dig out, it might be
worth it to buy it for a few bucks at
your local health food store. I like digging it out so that’s what I do. Chop
about an inch of the root and make a
decoction, like a tea, but let it set for
longer, about half an hour.
Dandelion: yes, dandelion. That
wild yellow flower that grows everywhere. The roots are wonderful for a
spring tonic. Make a tea the same way
you do for Burdock. Dandelion is
high in potassium, sodium, vitamins
and minerals.
Try a mix of tonic spring herbs. I
like dandelion, burdock, nettles (you
can buy nettles in bulk at Blue Water)
and violets (the flower that grows in
grass. Yep. That loverly purple flower.)
Chop about an ounce of dandelion

A

roots, burdock roots, a handful of nettles and a small handful of violet flowers. You can also add the dandelion
flowers if you want. Add all ingredients to about a quart of water and
simmer for about a half hour. You can
do this!
I have felt like I have a thickness
after winter. Sluggish and slow. I like a
chickweed tea or fresh chickweed in a
salad (great with violets that add a
peppery tang.)
Here are two muffin recipes. The
first one is a very traditional muffin
recipe, probably like any muffin
recipe you have already had. The second one is more “hippie” food. I actually don’t eat almonds so I’ve never
tried the second recipe. Tell me what
you think of it.
Traditional muffin recipe:
Mix in bowl:
2 cups flour (I like 1 cup
whole wheat and 1 cup white.)
2 tsp baking powder
1/2 tsp salt
1/2 cup dandelion flowers
12 oz semi-sweet chocolate
Mix the dandelion flowers into
the flour with your hands, separating
the bigger clumps of petals.
Mix in another bowl:
1/4 cup oil
4 T honey

1 beaten egg
1 1/2 cups milk
Combine dry and
liquid ingredients. Stir
to moisten. It should
be lumpy. Spoon into
oiled muffin tins.
Bake at 400 degrees for
20-25 minutes until
toothpick
inserted
comes out clean (that
is the only way I know
to test if baked goods
are done, use whatever
way you wish). Let
cool in muffin pans.
This is more of an
earthy “hippy” recipe
and can be easily
adapted to your taste.
1 3/4 cups almond flour
1/4 cup flaxseed meal
1 cup grated coconut
3 eggs
1 cup melted coconut oil,
or any other kind of oil or
softened butter.
1 cup of grated zucchini or apple
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon vanilla, orange or
almond extract
As many dandelion tops as you
wish; about 15 is good. Mix the dandelion flowers into the flour with your
hands, separating the bigger clumps of
petals.
Mix all dry ingredients. Add eggs,
then grated zucchini or apple. Add
melted fat and vanilla, orange or

BEHIND EVERY PROJECT IS A

Photo courtesy wikimedia commons, 2009

almond extract. Mix all together and
add a little hot water if needed for
consistency.
Place muffin papers in tin and fill
muffin pans 3/4 full. Bake at 350ºF
for 25-30 minutes until toothpick
inserted comes out clean. Let cool in
muffin pans.
I drink nettle infusion daily.
Overnight I infuse nettles in a quart
mason jar. I add about two rounded
Tablespoons of nettles in a quart of
water, set over night and strain in the
morning, reserving the liquid and
composting the Nettles. The resulting
tea is green, fresh and wild tasting. A
pound of nettles should last a couple
of months, making this one very inexpensive way to build your strength
back up.

Escape

Massage & Bodywork

301 N. 5th ST
432-837-2061

MORRISON HARDWARE
SERVING ALPINE & THE BIG BEND SINCE 1928
ALPINE, TEXAS 79830
www.morrisonhardware.com

432-386-2284

Evenings and weekends only • Text for appointment
Gift certificates available
Elizabeth Malloy, Licensed Massage Therapist
906 E. Ave. B (Coggins Chiropractic) • Alpine
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Photo Essay
by Kevin Bishop

’ve always been intrigued by old signs, especially hand-painted ones, because it’s a lost
art. There’s something to be said for expressionism through stylistic writing.
Advertising today is largely artificial, whereas half a century ago it was commonly
hand-crafted. Signs were meant to inform or entice, evoke an emotion, communicate
through typeface and blank space and contrast as much as through what was written on
them.
Old signs take on an additional dimension when they outlive the people and places
that created them. Like artifacts, they’re scattered all around us, on busy streets, down
unused alleys, on buildings we pass every day, and sometimes (like the mural photographed here) down seldom-traveled canyons. When we contemplate the past, we
often say, “If these walls could talk…” We forget that they sometimes can, telling us all
kinds of things about the past and the people who inhabited it, reminding us that those
people walked the same streets and alleys and canyons just a moment ago. After all, their
handwriting is still on the wall.

I
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poetry

Hershall Seals and Trisha Runyan

Recent Neighbors
Your nimble fingers
Sky bound yet
Tickling the grass
On the outermost drip line.
Leaf-laced crown over lowly roots
Descending deep
strata of
Dirt and rock in a long
Millennia-cultivated garden
Where now you stand
Stately and stalwart.
Your old man bark
Gnarled and woven skin
Deeply time-engraved
Concealing self-calendared secrets
In concentric circles.
Amber-skinned worshipers danced
Before others began chopping and fencing
Encroaching, defining, and confining.
Fences and streets you never needed
All those seasons prior and still,
Now your sense of self remains tolerant with your
Most recent neighbors.
Hershall Seals

SPRING
Boy, his toe in earth, in soil.
In soil, not green, not brown.
Toe in earth, in soil with Boy.
The earth a path for Boy in joy.
See Girl, her toe in soil with smile
Toe in soil, some green and brown
Girl in joy with toe in earth
A smile to feel the earth with mirth.
Rocks and roots and worms in soil
Boy and Girl with laughter find
In earth, in spring, rocks and roots,
Both green and brown.
Rocks and roots spring forth in soil.
Rocks as needed as the roots,
To hold the earth in place for spring
For Girl and Boy to be in joy.
Are not we silly and are not we fun?
To place our toes in worms and earth
We find a place that warms our toes
A place and thing made just for Spring.
Trisha Runyan
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The
Pool
Hall
Story by Perry Cozzen.
Illustration by
Gary Oliver.

irst you need to work hard all day,
wash off the dirt, comb your hair,
put on clean clothes, and try to
always have a good ride into town.
Catch the sundown on the way to
town, blow it out a little, kick her in neutral, coast the last mile or so, and come in
smooth and quiet. Cruise the drive-in
hamburger joints, drive through downtown, ice down a little beer, and pull in
at the pool hall. Check which cars are
parked outside, glance around when you
walk in at who’s on the tables, find your
stick, grab a chair, lean your stick against
the wall, and wait on a game.
This was not just a pool hall: it was a
Recreation Club, it had four snooker
tables in the front, two pool tables
toward the back, a couple of domino
tables across from them, guns for sale farther back, and a café all the way back.
You had to be a white male and at
least sixteen to be in there, but people
didn’t pay much attention to age in those
days.

F
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Nobody played eight ball except the
kids just learning, and the money domino game was a couple of blocks away.
They played for fifty cent pieces down
there, and some had half pints in their
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back pockets.
There were just a few real good
snooker players, but that’s the game you
wanted if you were trying to get better.
You’ll shoot better pool if you’re play-

ing somebody good, and they might
even show you or tell you something you
can use, but don’t ask.
Snooker will prepare you for life.
You’ll learn concentration, coordination

skills, even temperament, how to jive,
and the patience to let the odds work.
Snooker has fifteen red balls, six numbered balls, and you have to make a red
ball before you can shoot a number ball.
When the red balls are gone you shoot
the number balls in rotation, the table is
long, the balls and the pockets are small,
and there is very little room for error.
Keep your stick level, line up the shot,
but keep your eye on the cue ball when
you shoot. If you hit the top half of the
cue ball it will produce topspin, and follow the shot after you hit the ball you’re
shooting. If you hit the bottom half it
produces reverse spin and will back up or
stop the cue ball after you hit the object
ball.
A good player can back the cue ball
the length of the table.
If you hit it on the right it’ll spin to
the right after the hit. On the left it’ll
spin to the left after contact, pretty simple.
That’s called English, but remember
the object ball spins with the opposite
rotation after you hit it. If there’s a ball
on the rail, shoot a little English toward

the rail and the ball you’re shooting will
hug the rail after it reverses.
When I first started a guy told me, if
you’re not shooting English, you’re not
shooting pool.
Always figure you’re going to make
the ball you’re trying to shoot, and try to
leave the cue ball set up for the next shot,
that’s called shooting shape. If you don’t
have a good shot leave the cue ball in a
place that’s hard for the other player to
make a shot, that’s called leave, and you’ll
probably get a shot after they miss.
Those two things, shape and leave,
will mean the difference between winning and losing. Use a little chalk before
every shot, so you don’t miscue, plus it
gives you a minute to think and look
around.
That’s really all you need to know, and
if you practice every day for five or six
years, think about it and dream about it,
you might be a pretty fair shot, but even
then don’t bet over your head.
After you get to be pretty good, that’s
when the jive comes in, anything you
can do to break the other shooter’s concentration is what you’re looking for.

I’ve seen people drop sticks, stand in the
other shooter’s vision and move around
while they’re shooting, start telling jokes,
squeak the chalk on their tip while the
other guy’s trying to concentrate, and
maybe ask ‘em about their sister or their
mother.
One guy that was really good walked
around the table fast, shot fast, and never
stopped talking and laughing. He’d make
a shot and say, “don’t they roll pretty,”
“how long you been shooting pool,” “I
don’t think I would have shot that one,”
“that was real close,” “you don’t have any
money on you do you,” and if he beat
you, which he usually did, he’d say, “do
you need me to send a cab for you
tomorrow?” His daddy took his car away
from him once, and he drove his tractor
to town to play.
There’s as many characters in a pool
hall is there are people, and everybody’s
got a deal. A couple of guys got banned
for cheating at dominos, and maybe a
couple for being too young, but other
than that it was pretty relaxed place.
It served as a staging area for woman
chasing, drag racing, watermelon steal-

ing, rabbit hunting, beer runs, and trips
to Mexico–New or Old.
All and all it was a perfect combination of a place to have fun, collect material, work on your game, get the news,
find a job, quit a job, buy or sell a car,
buy or sell a farm, get or sign an oil lease,
bet on a ballgame or a horse race, a
downtown social and business club, and
a great hideout if you needed one.
After the pool hall closed you might
stop by the café for a bite with your buddies, or you might just all get in one car
and drive around drinking for a while,
but you eventually headed home. Most
nights you’d stop at the water culvert to
stash your beer, usually to take a leak too,
but you always looked up at a sky full of
stars, from straight up at the milky way
all the way down to the curvature of the
earth, and then ease on home, careful not
to wake anybody up.
Perry Cozzen’s new collection of short
stories, Further West, is available in print at
Front Street Books or Amazon and in
Audio and Kindle at Amazon.com.

We print CENIZO ~ let us work for you, too.
From rack cards and brochures
to directories and guides …
From maps and post cards
to flyers and magazines …
Our careful customer service
and Web-based seminars will help
you create an outstanding publication.
Call us for prices and details
210-804-0390
shweiki.com
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Gusanos

by Judy Eron

W orm box

s I scoop my hands into my compost, within seconds I have
worms threading themselves
through my fingers. I lift a handful
out—they’re so light that I barely feel
them as they try to find their way back
into the darkness, into the dark rich
material they themselves have created.
There are so many of them, some large
and pink and succulent, some tiny, thin

A
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Rocky with his gusanos

as thread, barely visible.
My only previous experience with
worms was in years past, as a child buying a small cardboard container full of
worms for fishing, then trying to secure
them on the end of a hook. Now thinking of the little guys in that container, all
wrapped around each other with no
organic matter to keep them comfortable, let alone being gored with a hook,

I feel bad. My worms of today never
know an uncomfortable day in their
lives.
I was introduced to my worms by
Perry and Lester, my neighbors on
Terlingua Ranch.
They had a plastic tub full of dirt,
with worms they used for fishing. I had
started a little bit of vegetable gardening,
a challenge on this rainless Terlingua

desert, and a compost seemed like it
might help. I was putting my fruit and
vegetable table scraps in an 18 gallon
covered plastic tub, but nothing much
was happening—the banana peels still
looked
like
banana
peels.
When I mentioned this to Perry and
Lester, they dug into their tub and gave
me a handful of worms.
Well, that was the beginning. I put
the worms into my tub of table scraps,
added a thin layer of peat moss, lightly
moistened the surface and let those guys
enjoy their new digs. Every few days, I
added more fruit and vegetable scraps,
and every week or so, I added another
thin layer of peat moss, wetting it down.
I had heard that worms need air,
(strange, since they live underground...)
so I put some small air holes in the tub.
Have I said that worms multiply?
Exponentially? Indeed, in no time at all,
the handful of worms became two handfuls, then four, and so on. And as they
were multiplying, they were creating
quantities of castings, the rich, dark,
humus-like material that is created as
organic material passes through worms.
It’s a sort of worm doo-doo, and this
material is what makes plants grow and
thrive.
It is a miraculous process, and I was
awed by all that my handful of worms
had become. I fed my lettuce and
spinach plants with this beautiful material, but was careful to not put any
worms into the soil. Here on the desert,
the soil is so dry, the worms could not
survive in the ground. Even with the
Agribon cover I keep over my vegetable
plants, the soil dries out between waterings, and the worms would not stand a
chance. So as I scooped out the compost, I picked out the worms and put
them back into their home.
My vegetables flourished and I had
greens all winter and spring. When it
was very cold, I covered the plastic tub
with a blanket.
The worms were fine through the
winter and into the spring.
But then it was time for my partner
Charlie and me to head to Washington
state, where we spend the hotter six
months of the year. It’s great, half the
year on this magnificent desert and half
the year by the ocean. Great for us, but
what about my worms?
There was no way they could survive
on their own. Untended, they would
simply dry up and die.
So began my worms’ yearly “vacation.” Charlie kindly indulged my plan.
The first year, the tub was still manage-

able, and we took all the worms with us.
In Washington, we fed them and they
did their job of spinning table scraps
into rich dark organic material. Back to

The worms had outgrown their tub
by then and were now living in a tub
twice the size of the original.
When April rolled around, time to once

Traveling worms

the Texas desert we went in October,
and I planted a new vegetable garden,
mixing all this rich compost into the
desert dirt.

again depart for Washington, it was
clearly impractical to try to heft this very
large tub into the back of our truck and
transport it to Washington.
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Danny to the rescue!
Our house is located at the far end of
the DSL internet line, which, at that
time, caused many interruptions in our
service. Consequently, we had to have a
lot of house calls from Danny, our Big
Bend Telephone fix-it man. Danny
always noticed my vegetable garden and
became interested in trying to start one
at his house.
When it was time for us to leave for
Washington, I asked Danny whether he
might like to start a compost, using
some of my worms. He loved the idea.
So I separated the worms into two
smaller tubs, leaving one with Danny
and taking the other one with us as we
had done the previous year. Six months
later, when Charlie and I returned to the
desert, Danny had experienced the
amazing multiplication of the worms
and had started his own compost and
garden. He was happy to give us back
our tub of worms to reunite with their
worm relatives returning from “vacation.”
This cycle has gone on for some years
now. On our last trip from Washington
to Texas, we stayed with my niece in San
Diego.
This is where we changed to calling
our worms by their Spanish name,
gusanos. Lucy and her husband Jason are
bilingual, as is their two-year-old son
Rocky. Rocky was delighted and spellbound by the worms, saying over and
over, “Mis gusanos, mis gusanos.” So
gusanos they now are to all of our family. Such a prettier sounding word when
spoken in Spanish. And somehow calling them gusanos makes them sound
more like the alchemists they are: like
Rumpelstiltskin weaving straw into
gold, the gusanos take table scraps and
transform them into rich castings.
Rocky found the gusanos to be as tactile and irresistible as I did, and he could
not keep his hands out of the compost,
lifting one gusano at a time, transferring
it to his other hand, letting it wriggle
around, and then putting it back into
the tub. It was an easy decision to buy
another tub and start their family composting with gusanos. Rocky’s first pets.
People roll their eyes when they hear
that for ten years we have taken our
gusanos back and forth, Texas to
Washington, Washington to Texas. It’s
hard to explain, so we just smile and
carry on.
I love the desert. I love my vegetable
garden. And I love my gusanos that
allow the one to produce the other.
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Big Bend Eats

By Carolyn Brown Zniewski
HOMEMADE FRENCH BREAD
April, May and June, the second
quarter of the year, are a special time of
year as spring moves into summer. The
farmer’s market is at its busiest. The
stands are loaded with early vegetables
and a wonderful assortment of goods
made by local folks who make their
wares with special care, knowing neighbors, friends and soon-to-be-friends will
be enjoying the fruits of their labor.
Home-grown lettuces, early tomatoes,
green beans, baby beets, delicious green
peas, the very thought of a walk through
the market has me wanting to make
abundant salads to serve for dinner,
along with crusty bread and tiramisu for
dessert. You can make the main dish and
the dessert first thing when the day is
still cool and the mourning doves are
calling, and tuck them away in the
fridge until it is time to eat. If spring
activities keep you late or busy schedules
make for differing dinner times, it won’t
matter.
As for the crusty bread, well, maybe
do a little bread baking late in the
evening when the night sky is lit with
the swirling Milky Way and the sound
of the train horn as it comes up to the
crossing makes you feel a little restless
and gets you thinking about far away
places. Make up the dough, knead it and
you can sit and enjoy a beer or two, listen to your favorite DJ on KRTS while

continued from page 4

maintenance due to cracking and leaving the builder free to make the house
more sculptural. I like using crushed
glass from the recycling center instead of
sand (which is running an average of
$75 a yard these days, before delivery). It
works just as well to reduce shrinkage
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you wait for it to rise. Then pop it in the
oven and enjoy another beer while it
bakes. It wouldn’t hurt to include a
friend in your plans. All you would need
is a few extra beers.
Some bread recipes can be made, start
to finish, including rising and baking
time, in only a few hours. You will have
plenty of time to gossip, tell ‘true tales’
and dance to the music on the radio.
Here are some bread recipes that require
only one rise and can be finished by
midnight. Any of these recipes can be
doubled. Baking time may vary depending on your oven.
Quick French Loaf
1 Tablespoon olive oil
1 cup warm water
1 Tablespoon honey
1 pkg yeast
3 cups flour
1 teaspoon salt
Combine water, honey and yeast. Let
it stand for a few minutes to allow the
yeast to foam up. Add the flour and salt,
stir well. Knead and stretch the dough
until it is smooth. Shape into a round or
oval loaf. Place on oiled cookie sheet,
cover with a damp cloth. Place in a
warm spot and let it rise until double in
size, about 30 minutes. After about 20
minutes, preheat your oven to 400°.
Bake 20-25 minutes until golden brown
and the loaf sounds hollow when rapped

and add a little strength to the material.
It’s not only free, but takes a huge
amount of beer bottles out of the landfill. Gloves, a good respirator and eye
protection are necessary when handling
crushed glass, as with any masonry
product.
For decorative walls and non-loadbearing elements in houses, I like whole
beer bottles to displace papercrete.
Staggered neck to bottom and laid side-
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with your knuckles.
Remove from oven and allow to cool
on a rack.
Whole Wheat French Bread
1 ½ cups all-purpose white flour
1 cup whole wheat bread flour
1 pkg yeast
2 teaspoons sugar
½ teaspoon salt
1 cup warm water
Put 1 cup each flour, yeast, sugar and
salt into large bowl. Add water and mix
until combined–it will be sticky. Add
the remaining flour slowly until dough
is no longer sticky. Knead five minutes
until dough is elastic and smooth. Place
dough in bowl, cover with a damp towel
and let rise until double, about half an
hour. Shape into a round. Place on oiled
cookie sheet. Slash top two to three
times. Let it rest while the oven preheats
to 400°. Bake 25 minutes until it sounds
hollow when knocked with your
knuckles.
Bread Sticks
1½ cups warm water
1 packet active dry yeast
2 Tablespoons sugar
3½ cups all purpose flour
(more or less)
2 Tablespoons melted butter
2 teaspoons salt
Combine sugar and yeast and water.

by-side they fit like bricks, and can be
acquired easily in huge quantities, for
nothing. Papercrete adheres well to
them and when the ends are left exposed
they admit cheerfully tinted light into a
space.
There are probably a lot of ways to
make and apply papercrete, but I use
two: block making and slipforming. I
prefer the latter because it greatly
reduces the labor involved in papercrete

Allow 10 minutes to activate yeast. Add
flour, salt and butter. Mix until fully
combined. Knead dough for a few minutes until dough is smooth. Do not
overknead!
Divide into 12 parts. Roll each piece
into bread stick and place on oiled cookie sheet. Cover and let sit in a warm
place for 45 minutes to an hour until
double in size.
Preheat oven to 400°. Mix half cup
melted butter, two teaspoons garlic powder and one teaspoon salt. Bake 15-20
minutes. Half way through baking
brush with butter mixture and return to
oven for remaining time. Brush again
with butter after it has finished baking.
Easy Peasy French Bread
1½ cups warm water
1 Tablespoon honey
1½ teaspoons salt
1 Pkg active dry yeast
3½ - 4½ cups flour
Combine water, honey, salt and yeast.
Let sit for 5-10 minutes until it foams.
Stir in about three cups flour. Knead
in additional flour until dough is no
longer sticky. Cover with a towel and let
it sit for 20 minutes. Preheat oven to
400°. Shape dough; cut slits in the top,
bake for 15-20 minutes until it sounds
hollow when you knock on it.

production. Slipforming involves making small forms out of parallel runs of
wood, usually two-by-sixes, which are
placed on a footer or wall and filled with
papercrete. After a short time, about
thirty minutes, the material stiffens sufficiently to ‘slip’ the form along the wall
to the next section, where the process
can be repeated. Short pieces of rebar
laid on the wall hold up the form, and
these are easily pulled through the

cal than concrete, which costs about
$125 for a cubic yard. If you’re building
your own papercrete project with
your own labor, it’s a great material for

papercrete after the form is slipped to
the next section of wall. Slipforming
allows the papercrete to be immediately
applied to the structure, eliminating the
need for mortar, facilitating plaster and
cutting down the endless waiting of dry
time.
Block making has its advantages, too.
It takes more material to make block
forms than slip forms, and once poured
papercrete blocks can take two weeks or
more to fully cure before they can finally be set into a wall. Then the mortar
still has to be made and the blocks actually set, and a block wall takes more plaster to finish. But blocks are a great way
to make papercrete in small quantities
over time, if the builder lacks a means of
quantity production. If you can only
pour enough papercrete to make half a
dozen blocks in a go, slipforming isn’t
really an option, but making and storing
blocks works very well.
The two methods work well in combination. Slipforming is a quicker, more
efficient way of building, to a point.
When the wall is over the builder’s head,
however, pouring wet papercrete into a
form becomes an arduous task in the
absence of some very expensive, very
specialized pumping equipment. At this
point, having a quantity of blocks ready
to go is an advantage. Dry papercrete
blocks are very light compared to traditional blocks. A seven-pound papercrete
block’s adobe counterpart would weigh
upwards of 40 pounds, for
example.With the roof supported by a

steel structure, and properly tied to a
concrete foundation, mixing and matching these methods makes it possible to
finish a wall or structure without too

many backaches.
Portland cement costs about $12 for
a 94 pound bag, and this will make a
quarter to a third of a cubic yard of
material. Since the other ingredients are
used paper, used glass and water, this
makes papercrete much more economi-

building a home on a restrictive budget.
Papercrete is labor intensive, mostly
because there isn’t an easy method for
pulping and mixing huge amounts of it.
But it’s a rewarding labor. It makes for a
quiet building site, one without the buzz
and hum of saws and compressors. I use

continued from page 9

sands of Irish had been used to work laying the tracks for our nation’s first railroads. And Americans drink a couple of
million gallons of Green Beer every St.
Patrick’s day. So Mike had me back in
Ireland, for the third time during my
quest to solve the mysteries of Esau’s
Rock. I was in a hurry to turn this
around and get back to Texas, where the
rock had originally been discovered.
Mike stepped up to the plate and
promptly hit a home run, knocking the
ball out of the park. Mike had located an
Irish stone carver who had been born in
1861 and immigrated to the United
States in 1880. The gentleman’s name
was Philip (Cullen) Coni. The Texas and
Pacific Railroad sought out stone carvers
and stone masons for cutting tunnels
and building crossings and trestles. The
Railroad hauled Irish laborers in by the
box car load, trying to meet their grant

requirements to satisfy Government
officials.
Another resource, Daniel Patterson,
tells us a number of Scot/Irish headstone
carvers left the East and settled in Texas.
It appears that Phillip Coni was on the
Pecos River around the time the Texas &
Pacific was spanning the Pecos Canyon
with a trestle. Phillip Coni was also listed as a teamster and freighter. He may
have been hauling wool and mohair to
railroad shipping points for shipment to
the Wakefield Rattan Company at
Wakefield, Texas. With over 6,620,000
sheep in the Trans Pecos and West Texas
country in 1880, hauling wool would
have been a good way of making a
living.
There are still some unanswered
questions about Esau’s Rock... why was
it carved? I do not buy into the “Practice
Rock” school of thought. This work was

for a while, I was wore out.
I posted the rock to a Facebook
group called Cold West. This is a pretty
savvy group of historians and
researchers, their main interest being
Old West history. I was promptly connected with Mike Gardner out of Utah.
Mike went down a completely different
trail than the rest of us had. He applied
genealogy to the Mystery of Esau’s Rock.
He promptly messaged me and said he
had located a feller in “IRELAND.” I
knew from personal experience the Irish
were sheepherders, many had settled the
Eastern Oregon desert country where I
grew up. They had originally come to
herd sheep for large sheep ranches, more
or less as indentured servants. Also thou-

Na Balom at La Loma del C hivo, a sculptural domed papercrete house, brings an air of
A rabian Nights to Far W est Texas
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my glove-shrouded hands a lot, touching every aspect of the house, feeling and
testing its thickness and textures. It
makes for many hours of quiet contemplation, zen in its repetition.
It’s not a material that lends itself to
sharp angles and perfect geometric
forms. It shrinks and shapes itself unpredictably, due to the different kinds of
paper that go into the mix, and I find it’s
best to let it make its own shapes and
just go with it. It’s a sculptural, fluid
material, and as the walls emerge from
the foundation it looks more like an
ancient excavation than a new building,
strata of different colors and textures
piled on themselves like the layers in an
archaeological dig. I always feel a little
sad when the time comes to plaster over
the raw walls.
Papercrete is still largely untested,
unregulated and totally inconsistent.
There are as many recipes and methods
as there are builders, and a good proportion of them live and build here in the
Big Bend. Like any material, it has its
attendant frustrations and shortfalls. But
what I like the most about it is the idea
that anyone can take a great pile of
something utterly worthless, literal
garbage, and transform it into something as immensely valuable as a home,
by adding only a little human energy
and ingenuity. And those are things we
also have in abundance out here, in Far
West Texas.

large and carved for a reason. Why the
salutation Farewell D.’Ave? Esau’s Rock
was left unfinished, quickly and crudely
signed...we don’t know why. Was it a
memorial or a headstone? We are sure
we know who did it and approximately
when, the rest is up to you. We may
never know the exact location of Esau
Nelson’s historic find, as everyone
involved with the original discovery has
passed on. But this has been an exciting
Texas-sized mystery to be a part of.
Next, I think I will try to find out
what happened to the 1168 Coni and
that fleet of ships which never returned
to Port in Naples, Italy.
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BIGGEST
SELECTION
West of the Pecos

Open 10am to 9pm
Mon - Sat

Eve’s Garden

Bed and
Breakfast

432.386.4165
Ave C & N 3rd • Marathon, TX

info@evesgarden.org
www.evesgarden.org

432.837.7476

605 E Holland Ave • Alpine
www.twinpeaksliquors.com

West Texas Kodenkan
“Old School Jiu-Jitsu”
A.K.A Danzan Ryu

Developed in Hawaii in 1924 by Professor Henry Okazaki, the system
teaches close quarter tactics for self defense. This is a serious,
non-competitive adult art that requires consistent practice over time.
We are not a business or a commercial enterprise.

Contact: Merrill “Britt” Pauls at 432-294-0162 for more information.
Member of the American Jujitsu Institute www.americanjujistuinstitute.org

Open 7 days

Rocks & fossils, rare,
beautiful & strange;
jewelry & supplies;
great books

Weekdays 10-6
Weekends 1-6

OCOTILLO ENTERPRISES
205 N 5th St, Alpine

TRANS
PECOS
TRIVIA
BIG BEND PEOPLE
by DANIELLE GALLO
1) How long ago did the first traces of human inhabitants appear in the Big Bend region?
a) 18,000 years ago
c) 1,500 years ago
b) 8,000 years ago
d) 21,000 years ago
2) Which group of Indians, present in Big Bend since the 1500s, were displaced in the
1700s by the Mescalero Apache?
a) Kickapoo Indians
c) Chisos Indians
b) Comanche Indians
d) Tigua Indians
3) Which Big Bend Spanish presidio was abandoned in the 1700s due to its remote location
and difficulty of defense?
a) Presidio de San Vicente
c) Presidio del Rio
b) Presidio del Norte
d) Presidio del Playa
4) Through which mountain pass did the Comanche warriors travel with the gains from
their raids on Mexican and U.S. settlements until their defeat in 1875?
a) Wild Rose Pass
c) Paisano Pass
b) Bigtooth Gap
d) Persimmon Gap
Bonus: Which hardy pioneer acquired and settled at Hot Springs in 1909, creating a health
spa and early Big Bend town?
a) Alfred Gage
c) J.O. Langford
b) Gilberto Luna
d) Howard Perry

Answers: 1-b 2-c 3-a 4-d Bonus-c
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OF

ALPINE

2004 East Hwy. 90
Alpine, TX 79830
(432) 837-9597

HAMPTON INN

OF

ALPINE

2607 Hwy. 90 West • Alpine
432.837.7344

Carol Morrow 432.386.3434

Jason Gonzales 432.294.2169

carol@ForeverWestTexas.com

jason@ForeverWestTexas.com

Office: 432.837.4663

308 W Avenue E • Alpine
Each office is independently owned and operated.

ServiceS now offered in Alpine At Big Bend SurgicAl ASSociAteS:
colonoscopies • egds • excision of skin lesions • Hernia repairs
gallbladder removal • Appendectomies • colon Surgeries
Arthroscopic knee and shoulder surgeries
Hand and foot surgeries • Small bone fracture surgeries

If you have any questions or need to make an appointment,
please call Big Bend Surgical Associates at 432-837-0400

Cenizo
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SHOP BIG BEND SHOP BIG BEND SHOP BIG BEND SHOP BIG BEND

Moonlight Gemstones
1001 W. San Antonio • Marfa
moonlightgemstones.com

Lapidary, Fine Silversmithing, Minerals &
Fossils. Paul Graybeal,
owner. Ben Toro,
assoc. West Texas
agates and rare semiprecious gems from
around the world. We
buy old collections of
agates and minerals.
Open Mon.-Sat., 10-6,
Sun., 12-5 or by
appointment.

Architectural services
for residential,
commercial,
institutional and
municipal projects.
Providing sustainable
architecture for the
Big Bend.

Thomas Greenwood
Architect, PLLC

432.729.4526

We Love Creating
Your Custom Order
Bouquet!
Your unique Sanderson
source for fresh flowers
and gifts for all occasions.
We also offer a great
variety of regional jams,
preserves and sauces,
jewelry, gift baskets,
candles, baby clothes ‘n’
more!

305 S. Cockrell St. • Alpine

‘Tis the Reason Flowers & Gifts

Randy Glover Artisan

Hwy 90 - Sanderson

42640 State HWY 118 • Fort Davis
randyglover1.com
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432.345.2222
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Texas Registration
Number 16095
NCARB #49712

432.837.9419 tel
432.837.9421 fax
Contemporary southwestern jewelry.
Located seven miles
north of Fort Davis on
the way to the
McDonald
Observatory. This is a
working studio so
come out to shop or
order a custom piece.
Call for an appointment
or to place an order.

432.426.3713

Dimestore Cowgirl
101 W. Holland Ave, Alpine
thedimestorecowgirlshop.com

Whether you’re racing
into first place at the
barrels, or going out
with the girls, you’ll find
the shirts, jeans, boots,
dresses and outerwear
you need for every
facet of your busy life.
From work to chic,
we’ve got the family’s
western wear covered,
plus some extra to
spice it up!

432.837.4077
mayamade soap
+ apothecary
for home + family

Maya Made
mayamadeapothecary@gmail.com

THE HEART
OF THE
BIG BEND
COUNTRY

The Terlingua and
of the Big Bend N

The area offers lo
a post office, aut
fueling stations, e
Texas adventure!

Home to outfitter
trips, off-road tou
one of the most b

Accessible by pri
jets. You can also
To plan your Big

BigBendCham

432-371-2

Cenizo
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Back row: Bob Wright, John Gunn
Front row: Vickey Wright, Kathleen Walstrom, Pat Quin

